JDP Interdisciplinary Research on Substance Use Milestone Timeline

**Year 1**
- **SDSU**
  - Fall: SW 800, SW 801, SW 880,
  - Spring: SW 702, SW 850, SW 881

**Year 2**
- **SDSU**
  - Fall: SW 897
  - Spring: SW 897
- **UCSD**
  - Fall: SW 897
  - Spring: SW 897
  - 12 Units of courses for Fall, Winter, and Spring quarter (36 units total).

**Year 3**
- **SDSU**
  - Fall: SW 897+ TA Ship
  - Spring: SW 897+ TA Ship

- **Advance to Candidacy**

**Year 4**
- **SDSU**
  - Fall: 6 units SW 897
  - Spring: 6 units SW 899

**Final Meeting with UCSD Grad Division**

**Required Coursework Completed**

- **20 hrs/week Mentored Research w/ Program Mentor (or co-mentors)**
- **Establish Dissertation Committee**
- **Comprehensive Exam (Part I) Summer**
- **Defend Dissertation Proposal**
- **JDP Form 3**
- **Defend Dissertation**
- **JDP Form 5**

**Conduct Dissertation Research**

**Obtain IRB Approval (as PI)**
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